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Print on Demand *****.This year the USTR publishes its fifth
annual Report on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT Report).
This report was created to respond to the concerns of U.S.
companies, farmers, ranchers, and manufacturers, which
increasingly encounter nontariff trade barriers in the form of
product standards, testing requirements, and other technical
requirements as they seek to sell products and services around
the world. As tariff barriers to industrial and agricultural trade
have fallen, some standards-related measures have emerged
as a key concern. Governments, market participants, and other
entities can use standards-related measures as an effective and
efficient means of achieving legitimate commercial and policy
objectives, such as protection of the environment, human
health and safety. But when standards-related measures are
outdated, overly burdensome, discriminatory, or otherwise
inappropriate, these measures can reduce competition, stifle
innovation, and create unnecessary technical barriers to trade.
These kinds of measures can pose a particular problem for
small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), which often do not
have the resources to address these problems on their own.
USTR is committed to identifying and combating unwarranted
technical...
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R eviews
This composed book is excellent. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a worth reading through. Your
life period will probably be change as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Cheya nne B a r r ows
The book is fantastic and great. I have go through and i also am certain that i will planning to read through once
more once more down the road. Its been printed in an exceedingly simple way and is particularly simply a er i
finished reading through this publication through which really changed me, change the way i think.
-- Ha nk Powlowski
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